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ABSTRACT 
Freestanding lace is a method to create a lace by machine em-
broidery. Lace has advantages compared to the other fabrics in 
terms of skin-compatibility, weight, and aesthetics. In this paper, 
we present SkinLace, a freestanding lace by machine embroidery for 
on-skin interface. Conductive thread, water-soluble stabilizer, and 
home embroidery machine can create SkinLace, which is aesthetic, 
light, skin-compatible, body-conforming, durable, and inexpensive. 
The freestanding lace approach enables aesthetic customizable lace 
and patches through a combination of non-conductive and color-
ful threads. We propose three diferent applications of SkinLace; 
on-skin displays, capacitive touch sensing, and RFID tag antenna. 
Tension of the thread in the embroidery machine and the accuracy 
of the stitch are the main challenges, but the advantages and po-
tential to create more complex circuitry and to enhance sensing 
capability present rich opportunities for further exploration. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction 
(HCI). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Lace is a decorative fabric that consists of open motifs. It is semi-
transparent thanks to the voids around the motif, so it often works 
as a home decoration fabric such as curtains creating patterned 
shades and moderate penetration of sunlight. It is more popular in 
use to make a cloth look elegant. When a panel of a garment uses 
lace only, it guarantees high ventilation and breathability based 
on its structure which does not completely cover the surface. This 
aesthetic, body-conforming, thread connection-based structure of 
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Figure 1: SkinLace is a fabrication method to create free-
standing laces for on-skin interfaces such as (a) on-skin dis-
plays (b) capacitive touch electrodes, or (c) RFID tags. 

lace can be benefcial for a circuitry making for on-skin devices, but 
it has not had a strong presence in Human-Computer Interaction 
(HCI) except in one instance [28]. While they focused on the fabric 
form factor with a fxed shape, we extended it to investigate its 
broad potential as on-skin applications in this work. 

Among various methods to create a lace, the freestanding lace 
approach has distinct advantages: it does not need a big industrial 
lace making machine, nor does it require manufacturing in a certain 
shape such as a rectangle. The freestanding lace is appropriate for 
fabrication of an on-skin interface that afords various shapes and 
customization based on the user’s preference and comfort. In this 
research-through-design [9] investigation, we explore possibilities 
of the freestanding lace to expand the realm of smart textile-based 
on-skin interface and to contribute to the HCI community as fol-
lows: 

• We present SkinLace, a fabrication method to create free-
standing laces based on machine embroidery for on-skin 
interfaces. 

• We introduce water-soluble stabilizer as the key material 
enabling the SkinLace freestanding lace approach, which 
enables the fabrication of the porous structure of lace without 
expensive and large industrial lace making machines. 

• We present initial applications of SkinLace including an on-
skin display, capacitive touch electrode, and RFID tags. 
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2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 On-skin interface 
On-skin interfaces can be defned as digital transformations of 
human skin into a device communicating with other electronic 
devices. It allows the user both to send and to receive a signal in 
the form of electronic, visual, haptic, and auditory communication. 
Various on-skin interfaces have emerged in the HCI community 
and most of them are focusing on the invention of light, thin, soft 
and skin-compatible on-skin devices. Epidermal electronics with 
micro-level thin structure based on tattoo substrates are one of the 
representatives of this trend [26]. Other than that, materials such 
as gold leaf [24], conductive thread/textile [5, 11, 38], conductive 
ink [31], color-changing pigment [25, 41, 43], SMA [13, 15], and 
polymers [21, 32, 44, 45] have shown possibilities to fabricate PCB, 
input sensor, and output actuator on human skin, which is appealing 
to the customers [49]. Nail [23, 37] and hair [6, 40] are also emerging 
body locations for on-skin interfaces. 

2.2 E-textile 
E-textile are textiles that can communicate with other compo-
nents/users electronically or chemically. So far most of the com-
mercial wearable products are using rigid PCB boards and compo-
nents that do not conform to the human body surface, and most of 
polymer-based soft electronics does not have enough water vapor 
transmission to prevent skin irritation [48]. On the other hand, 
textiles have been the main material that covers the skin in hu-
man history and shown possibilities as soft electronics improving 
user experience. Fabrication of e-textile includes most textile con-
struction methods and other methods such as conductive coating. 
Weaving [5, 8, 38], knitting [2, 30], felting [4], and lace [28] can 
integrate conductive yarns into the structure of the fabric itself. On 
the other hand, stitching [14, 22], embroidering [1, 10–12, 28, 34], 
inkjet printing [19, 36] and screen printing [3, 31] can add conduc-
tive features to the pre-manufactured fabric. The former has merits 
to create seamless and frm integration of the conductive material 
while the latter allows more dynamic circuit design on the fabric 
almost regardless of the fabric structure. However, textiles basically 
have 2D rectanglar structure (or at least a cylinder shape in case 
of knit) with raw edges that can get loose, so it requires darts or 
fnishing to make it body conformal and durable, especially to be 
an on-skin interface. 

2.3 Freestanding lace 
Lace is basically an open web of yarns, but the way to do this varies. 
Contemporary lace mostly comes from a big industrial lace making 
machine using a lot of individual spools, which is the advanced 
version of bobbin lace [7, 18]. Another major traditional method is 
needlepoint lace only using a single strand of thread and a needle 
[39]. Main diference between embroidery and lace is the existence 
of a supportive fabric and the open and repetitive motifs; while 
lace exists alone because it is a fabric by itself, embroidery needs 
a supportive fabric that is embroidered. Freestanding lace is one 
of the chemical laces, which mostly uses a water-soluble stabilizer 
and embroiders on it. After embroidering, a web-like lace structure 
appears when the water dissolves the stabilizer [29]. 

Figure 2: Fabrication process of SkinLace. (a) Lace compo-
nent design, (b) import the design into embroidery software 
and defne stitch specifcations, (c) embroidery on water-
soluble stabilizers, (d) dissolve the stabilizer, and (e) attach 
on the skin using a hairspray. 

3 FABRICATION 

3.1 Materials and tools 
We used a commercially available conductive thread for sewing 
machine (Shieldex 117/17 dtex 2-ply Size 33 Highly Conductive 
Sewing Thread) and a normal polyester thread (Coats & Clark Dual 
Duty All-Purpose Thread) to fabricate SkinLace. In terms of the 
conductive thread, thickness and conductivity are important factors 
to keep the conductivity even after using an embroidery machine. 
Softer and more conductive thread is always better, and the resis-
tance of the thread in this study is 2-3Ω/cm. Since this method takes 
advantage of machine stitching unlike conventional lace-making 
techniques mostly twisting yarns with various thickness, thickness 
of the thread matters and it is up to the machine. In this study, 
the thickness of the conductive thread is 252 Denier. We also used 
another key material, a water-soluble stabilizer (World Weidner 
FSL Non Woven Water Soluble Machine Embroidery Stabilizer) as 
a supportive fabric of the embroidery process. We embroidered on 
the stabilizer without any other fabric to create a web structure, so 
the stabilizer should be strong enough to bear repetitive needle pen-
etrations by an embroidery machine. We used a home embroidery 
machine (Brother PE-770) and its bundle software (PE-DESIGN 
PLUS) to fabricate our designs. 

3.2 Method 
Fabrication process consists of the following fve steps (Figure 2): 

1) Design a lace using a graphic tool or the given embroidery 
software. A picture can work as a source for a patch-like 
design up to the embroidery software. The design needs 
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to combine the circuitry for the on-skin interface and its 
aesthetic features. 

2) Import the design graphic into the embroidery software to 
set up colors of each part, to adjust the order of the fll-
ing stitches, and to defne the specifcation such as stitch 
density. Stitch density corresponds proportionally to conduc-
tivity and thickness of the device and it was between 4-4.5 
lines/mm in this study. If the flling stitch direction is all the 
same, then foundation thread, which works like a platform 
or a basis holding the actual flling stitches, can prevent the 
embroidery from being loose after dissolving the stabilizer. 
If there are no connected parts or weak structures in the 
design, a patterned foundation such as grid lines can support 
the whole lace panel under the actual motifs. 

3) Load the water-soluble stabilizer to the embroidery hoop 
tightly. If there are too many flling stitches for one layer 
of stabilizer to bear, load more than one layer to the hoop. 
Adjustment of the thread tension is important, as conductive 
threads are mostly steep and create high tension. In this study 
we used the conductive thread as bobbin (bottom) thread to 
prevent the conductive coating peeling of in the machine. 
The other (non-conductive) thread (such as polyester) can 
work as the needle (upper) thread. We discussed this further 
in Section 5.1. After loading the design to the embroidery 
machine, let the machine do the embroidery as defned by 
the software. 

4) Unload the fnished work from the hoop and cut out the sta-
bilizer leaving a little bit around the edge of the embroidery. 
We can put the cut piece on a plate with water, and leave 
for a while until the water fully dissolves the stabilizer. Take 
the lace carefully from the plate and dry out the moisture 
gently. 

5) After connecting electronic components according to the 
purpose, attach the SkinLace to the skin using a strong hair-
spray (Got 2b Glued Blasting Freeze Spray). To attach it se-
curely, apply the hairspray twice or more after the previous 
application becomes dry. 

4 CASE STUDIES 

4.1 Textile-based On-skin PCB: An On-Skin 
Display 

SkinLace can work as a textile-based on-skin PCB, which provides 
opportunities to enhance both functionality and aesthetics. Unlike 
other types of smart textile PCB, SkinLace is free from the fabric 
as it is not a part of another fabric structure (e.g. woven, knit, felt), 
nor dependent on another supportive fabric (e.g. stitch, embroi-
dery, silkscreen). It forms its own structure with freedom in shape 
and porosity, and does not get loose in edges. This feature allows 
SkinLace to conform to the 3D shaped body surface unlike other 
fabrics that need darts or fnishing on the edge. It also increases 
permeability that polymer-based on-skin devices cannot provide, 
and decreases weight of the device and the material/production 
cost. Another advantage comes from its aesthetic potential. Web-
like motif pattern of lace allows a complex and elegant circuitry. 
Figure 1a is a simple example of SkinLace PCB inspired by a bridal 
lace glove. It manipulates a foral lace pattern for a soft circuit 

Figure 3: SkinLace applications (a) PCB design for SkinLace 
(b) four letters as capacitive touch electrodes, (c1-3) image 
for customized SkinLace, conversion into stitches, and fab-
ricated result with three touch points, and (d) UHF RFID tag 
and NFC tag. 

with LEDs. Supportive grid by non-conductive thread holds two 
conductive foral patterns which are connected to the poles of a 
battery respectively (Fig. 3a). Since it consists of threads, it is soft, 
fexible and light enough to be on the skin, and the strong hairspray 
(which is also popular to attach a wig on the forehead) can hold 
the SkinLace for hours in a day. The resistance of a 2mm-wide line 
(stitch density: 4.5 lines/mm) of SkinLace is 1-1.5Ω. 

4.2 Capacitive Touch Sensing 
Freestanding lace approach of SkinLace enables various designs 
for the electrode for capacitive touch sensing. SkinLace can adopt 
colorful non-conductive threads with the given conductive thread, 
so that the color combination can create a customized design which 
is not only aesthetic but also indicates where to touch visually. Non-
conductive thread can visually imply where to touch to the users by 
adopting noticeable shapes and colors. When there are many touch 
buttons, SkinLace can work as both touch button and wire, and a 
grid pattern by non-conductive thread can hold every electrode 
and wire where they have to be, to keep the original design and to 
prevent any short in the circuit (Fig. 3b). 

It is also possible to create a result like an embroidered patch (Fig. 
3c). Unlike usual methods which remove non-soluble supportive fab-
ric mechanically, the freestanding lace method uses water-soluble 
stabilizer and it allows wider options for patch designs because it is 
easy to create many holes in the patch. Even though the example 
shown here does not have any holes, if there is one it can help 
the user to fnd the touch point easier. The freestanding lace patch 
can have multiple electrodes based on the design. Furthermore, 
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many embroidery software ofers picture-based embroidery for 
easy customization. 

To prevent electrical charges on the skin from interfering with 
the capacitive touch signals, a thin layer of non-conductive lace can 
be fabricated at the bottom of the interface to shield the capacitive 
touch electrodes when worn on skin. 

4.3 RFID Tag 
We fabricated two types of RFID (Radio Frequency Identifcation) 
tag antenna using SkinLace; NFC (Near Field Communication) and 
UHF (Ultra High Frequency) RFID tag (Fig. 3d). Chip of each tag is 
attached on the SkinLace antenna by a z-axis conductive tape. The 
NFC tag fabricated with SkinLace antenna and MIFARE Classic 1k 
chip responded to a portable NFC reader (ACR1255U-J1), and an 
UHF RFID reader (Impinj Speedway Revolution R220) can detect the 
RFID tag that consists of the SkinLace antenna and Monda 4D IC 
from Smartrac DogBone RFID Wet Inlay. In our test, SkinLace UHF 
RFID tag showed a slightly lower RSSI (Received Signal Strength 
Indication, -44.72dB) compared to a usual wet inlay tag (-28.00dB), 
but there are possibilities to improve the performance by adjusting 
stitch density, direction and the conductive connection between 
the antenna and the chip [27, 35, 42]. The NFC reader does not 
provide the RSSI information, but it could detect the SkinLace NFC 
tag within 2cm distance. Based on the recent explorations to track 
human motions and vital signs through radio signals from a tag 
attached on human body [17, 20, 46], the RFID tags fabricated by 
SkinLace has a lot of potential not only to identify the user but also 
to work as a wearable and battery-less sensor [16, 47]. 

5 DISCUSSION 

5.1 Challenges 
One of the main challenges is thread tension adjustment within the 
embroidery machine. Conductive threads mostly are stifer than 
usual sewing threads, so the conductive thread can be stuck in the 
machine many times. Also, it sometimes pulls the needle thread 
too much and results in the needle thread being visible on the other 
side along with the conductive thread. On the other hand, if the 
tension of the needle is too strong, the conductive thread also can 
go over to the other side, which can make a short in the circuit 
or an unnecessary contact with the skin. Furthermore, in case 
of conductive-coated thread, the conductive coating can peel of 
under high tension, then it will increase the resistance of the device 
unexpectedly. The thread tension adjustment will be diferent by 
the type of embroidery machine, conductive thread, non-conductive 
thread, and water-soluble stabilizer. In this study, we solved the 
issue by using the conductive thread as a bobbin thread and the 
polyester one for the needle thread. It decreased the load on the 
conductive thread and further adjustment such as turning the screw 
on the bobbin case also helped, which eventually preserved the 
conductive coating of the thread. However, this method requires 
another fipped image only for the conductive part since the flling 
stitch from the bobbin thread is always on the bottom side. 

Another challenge is the accuracy of the stitch in detailed circuit 
design. SkinLace approach can achieve about 2mm resolution as 
of now. If the design becomes more complicated and detailed, the 
embroidery machine can stitch on a wrong place and create a short 

circuit. This can also happen when the stabilizer becomes loose 
due to an embroidery with too many stitches. The loosen stabilizer 
does not hinder any further stitches on the same spot (since the 
embroidery that is already formed gives a support), but it can give 
minor efects to the accuracy of the circuit design as the stabilizer 
slightly moves while becoming loose. Therefore, each electrode 
connection needs to be confrmed after manufacturing. 

5.2 Opportunities 
SkinLace can achieve a higher level of complexity in circuity if the 
tension of the thread is thoroughly controlled. Since the conductiv-
ity exists only on the bobbin side of the SkinLace, we can create a 
layered circuitry simply by placing one onto another. In addition, 
we use conductive thread and non-conductive thread on bobbin 
alternatively with diferent widths and do the embroidery on one 
spot to make a layered circuitry, which will expand the area of 
SkinLace a lot more than now. 

SkinLace is also promising as a sensor [33]. Other than RFID 
which can work as wearable sensors through signal processing 
[17, 20], SkinLace will be able to sense strain or pressure by care-
fully fabricating physical structure to do it. Manipulation of stitch 
density & direction, and combination with non-conductive thread 
will enable the use of SkinLace as a sensor to track many diferent 
types of input gestures. 

6 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we present SkinLace, a freestanding lace by machine 
embroidery for on-skin interface. Conductive thread, water-soluble 
stabilizer, and home embroidery machine can create SkinLace, 
which is aesthetic, light, skin-compatible, durable, and inexpen-
sive. Freestanding lace approach enables to make both lace and 
patch with aesthetically pleasing and customizable design through 
combination with non-conductive and colorful threads. We propose 
three diferent uses of SkinLace; on-skin PCB, capacitive touch sens-
ing, and RFID tag antenna. Tension of the thread in the embroidery 
machine and the accuracy of the stitch are the main challenges, but 
the advantages and potential to create more complex circuitry and 
to enhance sensing capability present numerous opportunities for 
on-skin interfaces. 
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